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Of the learning of active learning, learner which adopted active learning deepen, and it is a problem of 
improving it a class a class design realizing improvement of the quality of the learning. Therefore, in 
this report, I performed the examination about the making of effective class that adopted active 
learning. Specifically, I examined it what kind of active learning you took in how why it was necessary 
to adopt active learning what kind of learning result you demanded by the effective class. From such a 
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point of view, I took up class practice?first grader 2016 enforcement targeted for “a teaching 
profession theory”?and considered the effective class that adopted active learning. I was able to check 
some points to adopt active learning effectively in planning deepening of the quality of the learning for 
the consideration. By class contents, a class school year, the variation of the effective class design is 
found. I considered the effect of taking in a portfolio evaluation as need of evaluating deepening of the 
quality of the learning of the learner and one of the means.
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